Dear Customer:

As we expand parking at Antioch Station, we will also be making some modifications to the existing parking lot and access roads to comply with codes and improve traffic circulation and curbside operations. These modifications include: relocating permit parking, bike lockers, and the passenger loading zone; relocating and increasing ADA and motorcycle parking, designating spaces for future electric vehicle (EV) charging stations, providing a dedicated bus lane, and other access improvements.

All parking stalls that are to be removed or closed temporarily for construction will be signed at least 72 hours in advance. Please look out for barricades and signage to guide you around the work areas during this time. Construction will occur in multiple stages to ensure that ADA parking, permit, and motorcycle stalls remain available at all times. At this time, Stages 1 and 2 are shown below. An update will be provided for Stages 3 and 4 which are anticipated to occur during September.

- **Stage 1**: Relocate permit parking; relocate and increase motorcycle parking.
- **Stage 2**: Construct dedicated bus lane (traffic flow during construction will not be significantly impacted); establish new ADA parking and future EV charging stations; motorcycle parking will be temporarily relocated as shown; install new railing to enhance station access.

Please see the attached maps of work areas for each stage of construction.

We apologize for this inconvenience and appreciate your patience during this construction.

*During the current COVID-19 pandemic, some BART projects, including Antioch Station Parking Expansion Project, have been designated as essential. For this reason, construction activities on the Antioch Station Parking Expansion Project will continue for the time being. BART and Contractors will ensure that workers comply with all CDC guidelines including the social distancing requirement. BART and Contractors will make adjustments as updates to the current situation are provided.*

If you need language assistance services, please call BART's Transit Information Center at (510)465-2278.

**Contact Information:**

Bay Area Rapid Transit  
300 Lakeside Dr.  
Oakland, CA 94612  
(510) 464-6000  
www.bart.gov
PARKING & CIRCULATION IMPROVEMENTS AT ANTIOCH STATION

STAGE 1

Construction Zone:
Relocate permit parking and relocate/increase motorcycle parking.

*Actual stalls to be closed will be marked 72hrs in advance prior to their closure.

New parking lot opening 2021
Construction Zone:
Several permit and fee parking stalls will be briefly closed.

Construction Zone:
Construct dedicated bus lane (traffic flow will not be significantly affected). This area is closed.

Construction Zone:
Establishment of new ADA parking and future EV parking. This area is closed.

Construction Zone:
Install new railing.

Temporary Motorcycle Parking

Additional Construction Zone:
Aisle and stalls will be temporarily closed for paving for up to one week.

*Actual stalls to be closed will be marked 72hrs in advance prior to their closure

New parking lot opening 2021